
 

St. Andrew's Mock Trial Team Argues the Case of Dee Frost's Murder 

Amy Kendig, Mar 2 2010 

Shortly after admitting to embezzling hundreds of thousands of dollars, fictional restaurateur Dee Frost was 
found dead--frozen in the her restaurant’s walk-in freezer. Who killed Dee Frost? Was it Dee’s business 
partner, Izzy Freeman, who was the victim of Dee’s embezzlement--who stood to reap $500,000 from a life 
insurance policy? Or was it a mob-connected loan shark who lost faith in Frost’s ability to repay ballooning 
gambling debts? 
 
For the members of the St. Andrew’s School Mock Trial team, these questions have been a daily puzzle. 
Adrienne Fernandez, Marcus Bailey and Grace Mott, working as prosecuting attorneys, have built a  
compelling case against Izzy Freeman. To support their case, Adrienne, Marcus and Grace depend on three 
witnesses, a forensic accountant, played by Alannah Chen, a decorated police detective, played by Rachel 
Shields, and the defendant herself, played by Maya Cave. 
 
Meanwhile, the St. Andrew's defense attorneys Will Rehrig, Annie Imbrie-Moore and Chaitanya Singhania, 
together with their three witnesses, have tried to find fault with the prosecution's case. The defense  
witnesses include an expert on mob-hits, played by Meagan Green; a convict, played by Omalolu  
Babatunde; and the defendant, played by Maya Cave in a second witness role. 
 
Unfortunately, after months of work, the SAS Mock Trial team felt like they were the one’s trapped in a 
freezer. Due to yet another winter storm, the first two rounds of the Mock Trial Competition were postponed 
by a day, and the later three rounds were pushed a week into the St. Andrew's spring break. And so, when 
one of the strongest Mock Trial Teams in St. Andrew's history entered the New Castle County Courthouse 
this morning, they knew they would have to withdraw from the competition after just two rounds.  
Nevertheless, much to their credit, they competed with as much intensity as any team. 
 
ROUND ONE: THE DEFENSE 
In the first round, the gallery was standing-room-only (filled with opposing fans) when Annie Imbrie-Moore 
delivered the opening statement for the defense. Rather than trying to include every piece of evidence in her 
opening, she presented a concise, emotionally compelling story. Together with her unwavering tone and 
forceful body language, Imbrie-Moore conveyed confidence. 
 
However, before the defense called their witnesses, attorneys from a competing school, presented the  
prosecution’s case. Both Imbrie-Moore and Rehrig tripped up witnesses for the prosecution by confronting 
them with inconsistencies in their testimony. During Rehrig’s cross-examination of the loan shark, I  
overheard whispers in the gallery from opposing fans admiring Rehrig’s courtroom expertise. Yet, 
Chaitanya Singhania, one of the Saints’ two rookie attorneys, also demonstrated total mastery of both the 
facts of the case and the rules of evidence. He was particularly impressive when he successfully argued  
numerous objections during the direct and cross-examination of the police officer.  
 
Meagan Green, the first witness for the defense, was an imposing figure. She testified with steady resolve as 
an expert on organized crime. During cross-examination she remained relaxed and would not let the  
opponent control her.  
 
But the judges were even more impressed with Babatunde’s portrayal of a convict with a checkered past. 
Babatunde had the difficult task of winning the jury’s trust, in spite of numerous convictions for crimes  



involving dishonesty. Babatunde gave her character depth, warmth and credibility in a performance full of  
humor, slang and spontaneity.  
 
The defendant Maya Cave had the difficult task of both winning the jury’s sympathy and gaining their trust. 
Maya brought the courtroom to total silence with her tear-filled testimony. But she also pulled herself back 
together in a convincing way, in order to put up strong resistance to cross-examination.  
 
The first round came to a close after Will Rehrig delivered his summation. Like Imbrie-Moore, Will carried 
note cards, but never used them. After rehearsing this speech countless times, the pressure of the courtroom 
brought out the best in Will. His voice conveyed indignation, conviction, sympathy and gratitude, hitting each 
note at just the right time. 
 
ROUND TWO: THE PROSECUTION 
In the second round, the tables turned, and our prosecution was pitted against the defense team from a different 
competing school. Unfortunately, the gallery was nearly empty during this trial. However, the presence of one 
spectator, Headmaster Tad Roach, made the Saints feel like the whole school was cheering them on. 
 
Marcus Bailey delivered the opening statement. He presented his argument in a tone that was steady and  
deliberate, conveying passion without undue drama. Together with his performance during witness  
examination, Marcus’ opening performance earned him the Best Attorney Award for the second round. 
 
The first witness for the prosecution was Alannah Chen, an accountant who overheard the victim being  
threatened by the loan shark. She put up a good fight on cross-examination, trying to appear impartial, but still 
spinning the facts in favor of the prosecution. 
 
Dressed in a trench coat, Rachel Shields portrayed the investigating detective with possible mob ties in a  
cool-headed, confident manner. She was asked some particularly tough questions, but never lost her  
composure. 
 
Maya Cave’s portrayal of a loan shark with Italian-American roots won her the best witness award. A native of 
Arizona, Cave’s early-season attempts to say “fuggedaboutit” showed she had some homework to do. (I never 
thought I’d be saying this but, thank goodness for MTV’s “Jersey Shore.”) Cave perfected the accent and 
stunned the court with her unexpected, but effective evasions during cross-examination. 
 
Grace Mott, the other rookie attorney, came to court very well prepared. Her cross-examination of the de-
fense’s expert witness was fast, crisp and effective. In addition, Grace had to argue some difficult objections 
during her direct examination of the police officer. True to her name, Grace was poised, even when making 
last-minute adjustments to her presentation after the trial judge made an unfavorable ruling. 
 
During her closing argument Adrienne Fernandez’s job was to embody the conscience of the community. By 
demonstrating thorough knowledge of all the arguments presented during the trial, Fernandez’s address  
sounded firm, but fair-minded. She gave a smart, yet heartfelt argument for convicting the defendant.  
 
POST TRIAL DRAMA 
After the trial ended, the prosecution’s fight was not over. The opponent argued that the St. Andrew's team  
violated a rule prohibiting costumes when Shields, the police detective, testified wearing a trench coat.  
Thinking quickly, Adrienne Fernandez (who had made effective objections throughout the trial) argued that, 
because it was “a pretty chilly day”, wearing such a coat was not objectionable. She succeeded, persuading the 
presiding judge that there was no violation. 
 
POSTSCRIPT 
It was a shame that bad weather kept the team from progressing to the more competitive rounds of the  



competition. Nevertheless, they showed maturity and dedication by approaching these two rounds with such 
enthusiasm and focus. The team received tremendous support when dozens of faculty and students attended a 
dress rehearsal on Friday. This support, together with the support of several parents and Mr. Roach, helped 
soothe the team’s disappointment. Before leaving the courthouse, the 11-member team reflected that 10 of its 
members are underformers. Senior Rachel Shields will leave some big shoes to fill, but the team is already  
excited about how they can improve for next season. 


